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            Abstract
Methods that integrate molecular network information and tumor genome data could complement gene-based statistical tests to identify likely new cancer genes; but such approaches are challenging to validate at scale, and their predictive value remains unclear. We developed a robust statistic (NetSig) that integrates protein interaction networks with data from 4,742 tumor exomes. NetSig can accurately classify known driver genes in 60% of tested tumor types and predicts 62 new driver candidates. Using a quantitative experimental framework to determine in vivo tumorigenic potential in mice, we found that NetSig candidates induce tumors at rates that are comparable to those of known oncogenes and are ten-fold higher than those of random genes. By reanalyzing nine tumor-inducing NetSig candidates in 242 patients with oncogene-negative lung adenocarcinomas, we find that two (AKT2 and TFDP2) are significantly amplified. Our study presents a scalable integrated computational and experimental workflow to expand discovery from cancer genomes.
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                    Figure 1: NetSig predicts true cancer genes.[image: ]


Figure 2: In vivo tumor formation of NetSig5000 and control sets.[image: ]


Figure 3: Targeted reanalysis of oncogene-negative lung adenocarcinoma patients.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Significance of AUCs reported in the main paper and comparisons to alternative NetSig approaches
Definition of gene sets: We curated four tiers of genes linked to cancer and one tier of randomly chosen genes for control purposes (Supplementary Table 1). Tier 1 (termed â€˜Cosmic classicâ€™ in the Main Text and Fig. 1) consists of established (or classic) cancer genes from the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (Cosmic, e.g., TP53, BRCA1, and BRAF). Tier 2 contains genes that have been recently identified as cancer genes from the Sanger Gene Census dataset (e.g., MLL2, CDK12, and GATA2). Tier 3 (termed â€˜recently emerging cancer genesâ€™ in the Main Text and Fig. 1) are emerging cancer genes, meaning they have been identified using conservative statistics in cancer sequencing studies, but where the biological connection to known cancer pathways is often unclear (e.g., ING1). Tier 4 contains suspected cancer genes with solid, but in some cases not entirely conclusive, statistical evidence from cancer sequencing studies (e.g., EIF2S2). Tier 5 (termed â€˜random genesâ€™ in the Main Text and Fig. 1) is a set of random genes included as a random control in our analysis. Grey squares and triangles indicate the AUC of the relevant Tier when the NetSig classifier is calculated using Q values or P values of pan-cancer MutSig significances, respectively. Grey circles indicate the AUC of the relevant Tier when the influence of Tier 1 (Cosmic classic) genes is removed from the analysis by artificially setting Tier 1 (Cosmic classic) genes to Q = 1 and running the NetSig calculation. The boxes shows the distribution of AUCs observed when NetSig scores are calculated in 100 randomized networks using q values of MutSig pan-cancer significances. Boxes indicate median, first and third quartile of the AUC distributions for the relevant tiers.


Supplementary Figure 2 Testing NetSig across 21 tumor types
In this figure, each box illustrates the results from the tumor-specific NetSig analyses of 17 tumor types that have at least four defined driver genes (first 17 boxes) or for pan-cancer genes (last box). In each plot (for example for breast cancer [BRCA, second box]), the AUC calculated with the NetSig score corresponding to mutation burdens from the tumor in question (NetSigBRCA) is indicated by the colored (in the case of BRCA, orange) line. The ability to distinguish BRCA driver genes using a NetSig score derived from pan-cancer data is indicated with a dark grey curve. The difference in performance using NetSigpan-cancer and NetSigBRCA (in this case 0.76-0.77 = - 0.01) is indicated above the plot as the differential AUC (or dAUC). In the case of BRCA the pan-cancer data is slightly better at classifying BRCA driver genes than the BRCA-specific mutation data.


Supplementary Figure 3 Quantile-quantile plot of observed versus expected NetSig P when correcting for â€˜knowledge contaminationâ€™
Clockwise from the upper left panel: Quantile-quantile (QQ) when using all MutSig Q values for the NetSig calculation. Upper right panel: Removing the effect of â€˜Cosmic classicâ€™ genes by setting their Q to 1 in the NetSig calculation. Lower left pane: Removing the effect of â€˜Cosmic classicâ€™ and â€˜recently emergingâ€™ cancer genes by setting their Q value to 1 in the NetSig calculation. Lower right panel: QQ plot when running NetSig on a randomized network. The random network shows no inflation, showing that the NetSig method itself does not contribute to inflation.


Supplementary Figure 4 There is no correlation between degree, NetSig significance, and tier membership
We plotted the connectivity of each gene (number of interacting proteins) against the resulting NetSig significances (nominal P values). This shows that neither connectivity nor tier membership is correlating with an index geneâ€™s degree in InWeb (i.e., the amount of genes in its first order network). This observation supports that study bias or â€œknowledge contaminationâ€� is not driving our results. The genes in Tiers 1 - 5 are defined in Supplementary Figure 1.


Supplementary Figure 5 Examples of NetSig5000 genes
The first order network of a) AFF2 (dark grey, NetSig Q = 0.07), b) PIK3CB (dark grey, NetSig Q = 0.016), c) E2F4 (dark grey, NetSig Q = 0.03), d) RUNX2 (dark grey, NetSig Q = 0.07), and e) MYO7A (dark grey, NetSig Q = 0.06) that are significant in the NetSig analysis. Large nodes other than AFF2, E2F4, PIK3CB, RUNX2, and MYO7A are colored by the significance of the pan-cancer Q value of the corresponding gene, where light grey or no shading represents q close to 1 and red Q << 1, with darker red representing more significant Q values. Small nodes represent genes with Q = 1 (or genes not annotated) in the pan-cancer data. All networks can be visualized from www.lagelab.org/resources.


Supplementary Figure 6 Quantile-quantile plot of observed versus expected P values for the lung adenoma carcinoma amplification analysis
The quantile-quantile plot was generated based on all genes that were measured and quantified on the SNP6 array.


Supplementary Figure 7 Testing for enrichment of amplification and single nucleotide variants in oncogene negative samples
Testing for the enrichment of a) gene amplification and b) SSNVs/Indels in genes for oncogene negative samples. Oncogene negative patients were defined as those having no known driver mutation in the RAS/RAF/receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) pathway. We created a null distribution of P values using Fisherâ€™s exact test on 100 random gene sets (while controlling for overall connectivity in protein-protein interaction space), which is shown as bar plots. The observed p value of data from Figure 3, main text is indicated as the red line. The P values from the data in Figure 3 are better in 96 of a 100 random sets for the amplifications (P = 0.04). This is not the case for the SSNVs and indels (P = 0.19).


Supplementary Figure 8 NetSig candidates representing two conceptual groups
Group 1: a) AKT is a kinase in the PIK3 pathway, which induced tumors when overexpressed in the experiments (i.e., TumorPlex assay). It is also significantly amplified in lung adenocarcinoma samples negative for known driver mutations. b) PIK3CB is a known kinase in the PI3K pathway has been recently shown to contain tumorigenic alleles19 c) PIK3CG is a known kinase in the PI3K pathway that induces tumors in the experiments (i.e., TumorPlex assay). d) and e) RASGRP1 and RASGRP3 both inducted tumors in the experiments (i.e., TumorPlex assay) when overexpressed and are known guanine nucleotide exchange factors in the RAS pathway. Group 2: f) TFDP2 was not earlier known to be involved in cancer and the mechanism by which it is tumorigenic remains unclear. It induces tumors when overexpressed in the experiments (i.e., TumorPlex assay) and is significantly amplified in driver-gene-negative samples in lung adenocarcinoma g) MYO7A has significantly more damaging than benign mutations in patients without known driver mutations from the paper by Lawrence et al.1.


Supplementary Figure 9 Cancer patients without established driver mutations are enriched for deleterious mutations in NetSig5000 genes
a) We compared the fraction of genes with damaging (i.e, probably damaging and possibly damaging pooled into one set) versus benign mutations as determined by PolyPhen in the NetSig5000 genes (on the background of all genes in the genome), and show a statistically significant enrichment of damaging mutations in the NetSig5000 set (P = 0.016, using Fischerâ€™s exact test, NetSig5000 is indicated by dark red and all genes in the genome by light red). b) Using PolyPhen2, we transformed all mutations observed in the NetSig5000 set to continuous normalized scores of how much the mutation is predicted to affect gene function negatively (less damaging to more damaging oriented left to right on the x-axis). When comparing to all genes in the genome, mutations in the NetSig5000 genes are significantly depleted for less damaging PolyPhen scores, and significantly enriched for more damaging PolyPhen scores (P = 0.046, using a non-parametric two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, histograms show the binned proportions, the line the cumulative distributions of scores). For comparison, we show the results for the same tests run on the Cancer5000 set in panels c) and d), respectively (with Cancer5000 significant genes in dark blue and the background genes in light blue). While the trends and proportions of deleterious versus benign mutations observed in the Cancer5000 genes are similar to our observations for the NetSig5000 genes (thus supporting the cancer relevance of the NetSig5000 set), the statistical significances levels are higher due to more genes in the Cancer5000 set and because the effect size, as expected, is larger.


Supplementary Figure 10 Distribution of damaging to benign mutation ratios from patients with no established driver mutation in candidate genes from Supplementary Figure 7 compared to a random expectation
For genes from Supplementary Figure 7 we calculated the ratio of damaging to benign mutations (indicated by a diamond, raw data in Supplementary Table 8 and 9). We compared this ratio to the distribution of ratios from genes matched in size (+-5%) to the gene in question (where the distributions from the random genes can be seen as boxplots). The white line indicates the mean; the box represents 1st and 3rd quartile and the white whiskers in the box show the 95% confidence interval. The diamond represents the ratio of the gene indicated under the box. Adj. P values for this analysis for AFF2; E2F4; MY07A; PIK3CB; and RUNX2 are, 1; 1; 0.046, 1; and 1; respectively.


Supplementary Figure 11 Overlap between three network-based methods
To compare gene predictions from several approaches, we ran HotNet2 and Muffin with the same input data as the NetSig pan cancer analysis (InWeb3 and MutSig data from 21 cancer subtypes). We defined candidate genes from HotNet 2 as all genes present in the predicted networks. We defined candidate genes from Muffinn by using a probability cut off of 0.5, as recommended by the authors. Genes shared between the methods are NetSigâ€“HotNet2: ERBB3, RASA1 and STK11; for HotNet2â€“Muffinn: EGFR, SMAD4, CREBBP, EP300, TP53 and all methods predicted PIK3CA and PIK3R1.


Supplementary Figure 12 NetSig is independent of mutation frequency and identifies more low frequency cancer genes
a) A box plot of the NetSig (red) and MutSig suite (blue) P values (x-axis) versus mutation frequency distributions (y-axis). Boxes represent median first and third quartile of the frequency distribution for a given p value bin (NetSig values are permutation-based which limits us to deriving P values >=1.0e-6). In contrast to the MutSig suite, NetSig P values are not correlated with mutation frequencies. b) The proportion of all genes in the genome mutated at high, intermediate and low frequencies are shown in columns 1-3 (all genes in the genome), columns 4-6 (all significant MutSig genes using the pan-cancer data), columns 7-9 (all significant NetSig genes using the NetSig data), 10-12 (the Cancer5000 set), 13-16 (the NetSig set).


Supplementary Figure 13 Using NetSig with different functional genomics networks
To test the general applicability of our NetSig approach, and to investigate if candidate cancer genes could be robustly predicted in a range of different functional genomics networks using the statistical framework we have developed, we repeated our analysis in gene networks based on mRNA coexpression (GEO), gene coevolution profiles (CLIME), cancer synthetic lethality relationships (AchillesNet), and cell perturbation profiles (LINCS). While we observe the strongest signal in the protein-protein interaction network data from InWeb (Main text Figure 1), three of four other networks (when analyzed using NetSig) can classify known cancer genes (excluding the network based on coevolution profiles). The five Tiers of genes are defined in Supplementary Figure 1).


Supplementary Figure 14 QQ plots for different functional genomics networks
We generated qq-plots for the additional networks tested in Supplementary Figure 12. The average genomic inflation factor (lambda) is 1.14. Since these networks are based on genome-scale transcriptional datasets â€˜knowledge contaminationâ€™ cannot be a factor here and the genomic inflation factor is most likely due to the polygenic nature of cancers.


Supplementary Figure 15 QQ plots when applying NetSig to regulatory networks
To corroborate the results from Supplementary Figure 13, we also ran NetSig on a collection of regulatory networks from Marbach et al. 2016. The average genomic inflation factor (lambda) is 1.11. Since these networks are based on genome-scale transcriptional data â€˜knowledge contaminationâ€™ cannot be a factor here and the genomic inflation factor is most likely due to the polygenic nature of cancers.
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